Block Blitz 2013
701 Hawley: Before

Completed Jobs:

• New exterior light
• Repainted fence
• Sealed driveway
• New house numbers
• Repainted porch
• Repainted rails
701 Hawley: After

To be continued:
Install new insulated garage door
705 Hawley: Before
705 Hawley: After

Completed Jobs:

• Repainted Porch
• Installed new exterior light
709 Hawley: Before
709 Hawley: After

Completed Jobs:

• Painted Porch
• Installed new exterior light
• Sealed driveway

The work continues...

• Install new insulated garage door
721 Hawley: Before
721 Hawley: After

Completed Jobs:

- Painted porch
- Trimmed hedges
- Cut overgrowth
- Painted steps, rails, house numbers and retaining wall
- Added mulch
723 Hawley: Before
Completed Jobs: Repainted porch steps and concrete steps, sealed driveway, repaired doorway and siding
801 Hawley: Before
801 Hawley: After

Completed Jobs:
- Painted/sealed steps
- Painted railings
- Painted garage to match home
- Cleared sumac and brush
- Sealed driveway

To be continued...
- Install new insulated garage door
807 Hawley: Before
During the day...
807 Hawley: After

Completed Jobs:

- Painted/sealed steps
- Painted railings
- Painted garage doors and posts
- Painted retaining wall
- Cleared overgrowth
- New house numbers
808 Hawley: Before
808 Hawley: After

To be continued...

• Raised planting beds to be installed
809 Hawley: Before
809 Hawley: After

Completed Jobs:

- Painted rails
- Prepared home for paint
- New mailboxes
- New house numbers
- Cut shrubs
- Removed overgrowth

To be continued...

- Exterior repainted
  Tan with red trim
810 Hawley: Before

Completed Jobs:
- New house numbers
- Painted front porches green to match home
810 Hawley: After
Completed Jobs:
- Porch overhaul
- Removed bricks and replaced with new vinyl railings
- Painted fence
- Painted foundation
- Landscaping
- Painted bench
816 Hawley: After
817 Hawley: Before

Completed Jobs:
- New mailbox
- Repainted fence
- New landscaping
817 Hawley: After
820 Hawley: Before

Completed Jobs:

• Repainted fence, steps, railings and porch
• Sealed driveway
820 Hawley: After
Completed Jobs:
Landscaping, cigarette receptacle, flower planters, and new picnic table
824 Hawley: After

To be continued...

- Paving back parking lot
- Install new permanent public garbage can
900 Hawley: Before
900 Hawley: After

To be continued...

- Pave parking lot
Completed Jobs: Painted foundation, steps, railings, added new shutters, removed stumps, landscaping
905 Hawley: After
906 Hawley: Before

Completed Jobs:

- Landscaping
- More landscaping
- Paint steps
- Paint railings
- Painted fence
906 Hawley: After
908 Hawley: Before

Completed Jobs:

- Painted foundation
- Painted rails
- New mailboxes
- Painted house numbers
908 Hawley: After
912 Hawley: Before

Completed Jobs:

- Painted porch
- Painted railings
- New house numbers
- Landscaping
912 Hawley: After
915 Hawley: Before

Completed Jobs:
- Painted foundation
- Painted rails
- Landscaping
- Painted steps
915 Hawley: After
916 Hawley: Before
916 Hawley: After

Completed Jobs:
- Painted foundation
- Painted rails
- Reroofed/waterproofed roof
  - added new flashing

To be continued...
- Paint and rehang shutters black
- Waterproof/repair siding near roof
- Repaint front of home
918 Hawley: Before

Completed Jobs:

• Re-stain wood near doors and on second floor
• Repaint milk jugs
• New mailbox
918 Hawley: After
401 Elm: Before

**Completed Jobs:**
Stained the fence inside and out, repaired lattice, painted steps
401 Elm: After
405 Elm: Before

Completed Jobs:
- Removed and replaced porch with composite material
- Sealed driveway

To be continued...
- Repair siding
- Finish porch
405 Elm: After
402 Elm: Before

Completed Jobs:

• Painted foundation
• Removed cedars
• Landscaped
• Painted steps
• Installed 4 lights
• Painted railings
• Installed new mailboxes
• Sealed driveway
402 Elm: After
404 Elm: Before

Completed Jobs:

- Painted foundation
- Trimmed bushes
- Landscaped
- Painted steps
- Installed 4 lights
- Painted railings
- Installed new mailboxes
- Sealed driveway
404 Elm: After
During the day...
Thank you!

MJ & Sophie